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Lexus GS 430 4.3

Seller Info

Name: Auto Sourcing UK

First Name: Auto Sourcing

Last Name: UK

Phone: +44 (773) 898-1634

Country: United Kingdom

City: Swindon

Address: Auto Sourcing

ZIP code: AUTO

Listing details

Ref: RF182557

Title: Lexus GS 430 4.3

Condition: Used

Manufacture Year: 2006

Price:  9,500

Body: Sedan

Transmission: Automatic

Mileage: 45578 ft

Fuel: Petrol

Further Details: Beautifully presented having covered just 45,578
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guaranteed miles in a lovely colour combination, the

car has benefited from a brand new service at Lexus

with full Lexus history, new MOT, new Dunlop

tyres all round and taxed to the end of January 2014.

This has to be the best example out there. Fantastic

specification which includes, unmarked 18 inch

alloys, dual climate control, sunroof, active traction

control (TRC), park control front & rear with reverse

camera, unmarked heated and cooled leather with

memory, DVD based Lexus Navigation system with

voice recognition and Electronic Traffic Avoidance,

touch screen Bluetooth phone interface and audio

control, 6CD changer, cruise control, keyless entry

and start, dual climate control, electrically

multi-adjustable power tilt + telescopic steering

wheel, auto lights wipers and dimming.The GS is

hushed, refined and has masses of kit, It is the most

refined car in its class. Different and more reliable

than a Mercedes and low numbers keeps

depreciation in check, The 4.3 V8 engine suits the

cars relaxed nature best. It is an accomplished and

comfortable cruiser, wafted along linked to a

six-speed auto gearbox. It feels serene. There is no

wind noise up to the national speed limit. All the

while, the gear changes are fantastically smooth and

the engines do little more than whisper, even when

they are working hard. Wallet 2 Keys and Manual

Present, Hpi Clear with Report Any Inspection

Welcome, Generous Part Exchange Allowance.,

£9,500 p/x welcome
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